What are your ideas?

Tell us quick about your ideas and your plan for the semester.

What is the core idea of your application and how will you structure your project?
Goals for the next phase:

1. Build a foldable smart phone paper prototype.
2. Sketch your first ideas into wireframes.
3. Everyone has to create minimum one use case.
Wireframes
Mobile Application Design: Paper Prototype Video
Group Task:

- Discuss in your group which type of foldable you want to focus on.
- Build paper prototypes made of cardboard. Integrate slide-ins made or clear film or think of another way to easily add screen mock ups to your phone.
Homework

• Create wireframes for your application. Take your paper phone as orientation for dimensions, screen locations, etc.

Document your process in the sketchbook! Hand in a PDF answering the questions until next Wednesday, use images to illustrate.